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LED Folding Floor Light 110v
Product Images Product Code: P40-3710
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Short Description

This LED Plasterer's Light is energy efficient, cool running and with the added advantage of being
resilient to drops and knocks that would normally break fluorescent tubes used in older models of these
lamps, so no more replacing worn out or broken tubes.

It is manufactured using a sturdy folding steel frame with a strong polycarbonate light housing and
diffuser, making it tough and durable for everyday use. Two powerful SMD LEDs strips with a 30 watt
output provide 2600 lumens of light, making it ideal for all interior and many worksite jobs as it
produces a cool bright 6400K colour range light without shadowing over a wide area.

The light has two built-in power outlets for in-series linking and the integral suspension hook make this
lights truly versatile when in use.

The leg stand can be folded flat for transportation or space-saving storage.

Super bright SMD LED’s
IP54 rated

Formerly P40-5012

Description

This LED Plasterer's Light is energy efficient, cool running and with the added advantage of being
resilient to drops and knocks that would normally break fluorescent tubes used in older models of these
lamps, so no more replacing worn out or broken tubes.

It is manufactured using a sturdy folding steel frame with a strong polycarbonate light housing and
diffuser, making it tough and durable for everyday use. Two powerful SMD LEDs strips with a 30 watt
output provide 2600 lumens of light, making it ideal for all interior and many worksite jobs as it
produces a cool bright 6400K colour range light without shadowing over a wide area.

The light has two built-in power outlets for in-series linking and the integral suspension hook make this
lights truly versatile when in use.

The leg stand can be folded flat for transportation or space-saving storage.

Super bright SMD LED’s
IP54 rated

Formerly P40-5012
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